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David Hwang
BITSA Presidents Address 2020

Hey! Welcome to UNSW and without sound-
ing so cliché, welcome to the rest of your life! 
I remember my time as a fresh high school 
graduate entering the hallowed main walkway 
of UNSW, nervous and oblivious of what to 
expect of my time here, but what I can tell you 
is this… Unlike high school, where your every 
move is constantly overlooked by teachers, 
your university experience will be all in your 
hands! It is a fresh start so I advise you to throw 
away any preconceived notions that will hinder 
your potential and make sure for the next 
couple of years you take advantage of what 
UNSW can offer you!

Now you are probably wondering what the 
heck is BITSA and why should I be so interest-
ed in it? Well for starters, let us introduce our-
selves – BITSA stands for Business Information 
Technology Student Association. 
 
Our mission is ‘to unite and empower all tech-
nology enthusiasts’.

We host various events ranging from our social 
events which last year we held a Games & 
Trivia Night, pub crawl and cruise; educational 
events to support members understanding 
in various courses and lastly career focused 
events with our sponsors – IAG, Macquarie 
Group, EY, Atlassian, Microsoft, AMP and more. 
To summarise, we do a lot to build a strong 
community & network for students united by 
the passion of technology!
 
Personally, I can say that my whole university 
experience has been underpinned by BITSA 
- creating countless memories and building re-
lationships with people I am fortunate enough 
to now call my family!
 
I will leave with one challenge for your fresh 
start here at UNSW. Come to a BITSA event 
and chat with me! I would love to get to know 
you and what you want to get out of your time 
here – let’s see what BITSA and I can do to 
help shape your goal!
 



Congratulations!
You are now a UNSW Student.

You are about to embark on the most 
challenging but most rewarding 
journey yet! Without further ado, let’s dive 
into our must do checklist.

Getting Started

Check your UNSW Account and Email 
These will be provided to you as soon as you accept your offer at UNSW. It is important to 
check these as important information and communications can be found on these accounts.

Get your UNSW ID card printed 
These can be collected on campus at multiple locations such as the Main Library. Don’t forget 
to get your compulsory ARC sticker at the back of your card.

Take a walk around campus
UNSW has a variety of spots to study, eat and socialise, so it is important that you get familiar 
with these spots before they fill up quickly!

Step out of your comfort zone
See what different societies have to offer. Come by the BITSA stand and have a chat with one 
of our representatives as this might be the one moment that changes your entire uni experi-
ence!

JOIN BITSA!
Find us on SPARC and head over to our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/unswis-
society/ and give it a like. This will ensure you are up to date with all our upcoming events and 
initiatives. 
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Course Info Guide
3979 / 3964

Bachelor of Information 
Systems / (incl. Honours)

3584
Bachelor of Commerce / 

Information Systems

ACCT1501

INFS1602

INFS1609

ECON1101

ECON1203 or MATH1041

INFS1603

INFS2603

MGMT1001

INFS2605

ACCT1501

INFS1602

INFS1609

ECON1101

MGMT1001

INFS1603

INFS2603

Flexible Core*

ECON1203 or MATH1041

*Use your Flexible Cores to try out a course you’d like to major in:
ACCT1511 (Accounting)  FINS1613 (Finance)
COMM1000 (N/A)   MARK1012 (Marketing)
ECON1102 (Economics)  MGMT1101 (Management)
TABL1710 (Business Law)

T1

T2

T3

runs fundamental 
workshops for INFS1603 

and INFS1609

runs a study day for 
ACCT1501, ECON1101, 

ECON1203 and FINS1613

For a similar course to HSC 
maths, pick MATH1041
For an in-depth introduction 
to stats, pick ECON1203
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BITSA Roadtrip
Always hear about uni students on 
road trips all the time? Ever wondered 
what it would be like? Well get keen for 
this year’s BITSA Roadtrip! The perfect 
opportunity to kick-start your uni ex-
perience on a fun weekend getaway!

Come kickoff 2020 with the BITSA fam-
ily as we get away from the hectic first 
few weeks of uni.. With jam-packed day 
time activities and lit nights planned, 
we are beyond excited to invite you all!

As a first year, this might seem incredibly intim-
idating, but rest assured, there will be so many 
others in your shoes. This is an amazing oppor-
tunity to jump start your university experience 
with an absolute lit weekend as you create some 
amazing memories with incredible people that 
you might create life-long friendships with!

For those who are unsure about Information Sys-
tems, or are just curious in general, you will have 
the chance to interact and engage with older 
students in a casual and relaxed setting, under-
standing what it’s really like to be a student in 
technology. Ask as many questions and be cu-
rious, who knows, you could possibly be in their 
shoes in a few years time!

Still not convinced? Coming on BITSA’s Roadtrip 
means you get to snag the best of the best be-
fore anyone else for the inevitable group assign-
ments you’ll have along your INFS journey!

We would love to see you all there from 
the 28th of Feburary to the 1st of March!
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“After spontaneously signing up to BITSA 
Roadtrip at O-Week, I really didn’t know what 
to expect. To be completely honest, coming on 
the Roadtrip was extremely nerve racking as I 
had no idea who anyone was, but I can confi-
dently say that I wouldn’t have wanted to kick 
off my uni experience in any other way.

Over the weekend, I got to meet the most 
amazing bunch of people, whether through 
first night kick-offs or group challenges. Bat-
tling through surprise water balloon fights to 
enjoying the cutest beach sunset, the activity 
filled weekend definitely exceeded my expec-
tations.

Everyone always says, “university is what you 
make of it”, and I am a firm believer in that. 
For the first time in your life, you have the 
freedom and ability to make choices that will 
shape how the next few years of your uni life 
till turn out. Coming on BITSA’s Roadtrip may 
be an easy choice for some, but for others who 
are anxious and nervous about coming, this 
roadtrip is definitely the perfect way to meet 
the most amazing bunch of people over a fun 
filled weekend, kicking off the start of your uni 
experience in the best way possible.”

- Holly Lin (Social Director)

Make sure to come see us at our BITSA O-Week stall 
where you will be able to sign up! Also, keep your eyes 
peeled for our Facebook event!
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BITSA’s Games Night in Vegas 2019 
was THE social event of T1 for a lively 
night of games and friendly (but fiesty) 
competition. The perfect way to meet 
other first years and challenge some 
older years over snacks and drinks,  
Vegas 2019 was a night to remember.

Games Night

Games Night 2019 brought to students a variety 
of entertainment and games, a night of laughter 
and yummy snacks. Being Vegas themed - our 
team did not hestitate to turn up the jazz house 
jams - we weren’t short on the poker sets either!

Fierce races on Mario Kart, nail-biting battles 
on Super Smash and strategic outmaneuvers 
in Mahjong... Games Night had it all. Monopoly, 
Code Names, Exploding Kittens and more, pre-
sented in a more casual flair, whilst the real boil-
er room came down to Mini Poker and Blackjack 
- our most thrilling and hyped games.

The prizes that everyone were fighting for were 
rare but premium BITSA hoodies, other mer-
chandise and vouchers.

Remember - when you’re tired from midsems 
and need a refreshing recovery, why not come 
battle it out with your mates and meet new 
friends.

See you at BITSA’s Games Night 2020 :)
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“A great way to chill and take your 
mind off uni for a split second!”

Not sure what career opportunities are out there in tech? BITSA’s annual In-
ter-University Networking night provides the perfect opportunity to talk to with 
people in the industry and gain a clearer picture of available career pathways. 
Hosted in collaboration with USYD and UTS, there are over 16 national sponsors 
in attendance - giving you the opportunity to access a much larger network of 
firms that otherwise would not be possible.

Inter-Uni Networking
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Networking can be daunting, especially as a 
first year who has had little to no experience 
speaking to firm representatives. Fear not, 
the relaxed group setting combined with the 
industry panel and speed networking takes 
away the stress and fear of being put in a 1-on-
1 situation.

This event has often been the first exposure 
to networking for first year Information 
Systems students - opening up comfortable 
opportunities throughout the night to discuss 
career paths, opportunities and the skills to 
succeed in your dream job.

Last year saw a total of 16 different sponsors 
in attendance, covering industries such as 
professional services, finance, software engi-
neering, banking, energy and more. The night 
itself was comprised of an introductory talk, an 
industry panel Q&A, group speed networking 
and to top it all off, there was complimentary 
food and drinks served throughout the night.

“I have always been so indecisive in 
what I want to do in the future, but 

now it is way more clear”
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BITSA Peer-Mentoring 

Do you want a tight group of uni friends?

Mates to go to music festivals with?

Or perhaps groupmates to carry you in assignments...

Food Career

Notes

Friends

Drinks

FUN

Joining BITSA Peer Mentoring will achieve all these and more!

Be received by the most loving and experienced individuals of the Information Systems cohort who have 
survived the daunting rollercoaster that is university. Not only will you hit that HD* but also party (AND RAVE) 
every weekend and enjoy the business school life you’ve only dreamed of. 

BITSA Peer Mentoring involves a very personal level of mentoring for those involved, allowing mentors to 
give you their full attention. It is also a program that structurally runs for 9 weeks but will continue, perhaps 
for many years through the cultivation of the relationship between yourself and your Mentor. Together you 
will experience success with marks and failures with dating but all in all, you will learn so much about 
yourself and UNSW life.

BITSA Peer Mentoring Opening Event starts on the 24th of February (Monday) so make sure all of you 
come to the BITSA O-Week Stall to sign-up and visit our Facebook page! Alternately, you can contact the 
Education Directors or sign up here: https://bit.ly/2t6zo98
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FREE FOOD? Those words caught my 
attention. Little did I know those two words would 
shape my entire university life.

A small stall on the side of main walkway was 
handing out pizza whilst promoting its program. 
The “BITSA Buddies Program”. Sounded lame but I 
was hungry, so I signed up then completely forgot 
about it.

A week later, I received an email inviting me to 
meet my mentor Jiahao at an upcoming dinner 
event. I met him at the stall, and remembered how 
passionate he was when talking to people about 
his university experience. So on a whim, I went to 
the event.

Jiahao was a dedicated individual that had clear 
career goals. He was focused and eager to share 
his knowledge and passion with others. Brimming 
with enthusiasm our initial contact was awkward 
and clumsy, but I soon warmed up to him. 

As the event ended, we decided to set up a few 
meetings throughout the term. 

Each time we met, Jiahao always had something 
new to share with me. Whether this involved 
important career advice or nuanced social 
guidance specific to UNSW culture. Inspiring me 
to go beyond my comfort zone and participate in 
more social events, join subcoms and actively take 
control of my career. The mentoring program also 
extended beyond university, we would often meet 
outside regularly to grab drinks or enjoy Sydney’s 
nightlife at establishments such as Sanctuary 
Hotel.

Through his guidance, I achieved many of my 
goals. My first internship, joining subcom, making 
new friends and eventually becoming the BITSA 
education director for 2020. The BITSA mentoring 
experience, was one of the defining moments that 
have shaped me for the better...

...and it all started with free food.

Nathaniel
Tran

“...and it all started 
with free food”



Subcom Spotlight

Are you a self-proclaimed tech head with a passion for building real technical web 
dev and coding skills? IT is the perfect place for learning to work with and improve 
all of BITSA’s technology channels!
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Careers

HR

Education

Social

Publications

Creative

IT

Do the names Microsoft, EY and IAG ring a bell? Want to interact with big com-
panies like these to create memorable and informative events for students? Join 
Careers!

HR is at the heart of bringing our internal society members closer together. If facil-
itating bonding initiatives and acting as the glue that connects everyone together 
sounds like you, this is the perfect portfolio!

Passionate about Information Systems? Do you want to apply that passion and 
your own experiences to enrich the learning experience for current students? Then 
you’re at the right place.

Parties, cruises, road-trips, pub crawls... the list goes on forever! The Social family 
is definitely for you if you want to create memories with the BITSA community and 
make life-long friends.

Do you enjoy sharing enriching experiences? Are you a keen reporter, writer and 
designer? Publications works to best represent the experiences of our Information 
Systems community through writing.

For those with an artistic eye or looking to learn, join Creative! Learn to design on 
Adobe Suite, work with cameras and create and edit videos as part of BITSA’s so-
cial media outreach to the student community.

BITSA is offering exciting opportunities for enthusiastic students to play a key 
role in the operations of our society. Check out our following portfolios below!

The transition from high-school to university can be a daunting experience for 
most people - especially when it comes to academics. Below are a few study 
tips and locations to help you secure that godly HD WAM.

Study Essentials

Time Management and Organisation
 
One preconception for new students is 
that uni work can be crammed - please 
do not fall into this trap or you will find 
yourself struggling to keep up in exam 
periods. Use a diary or a calender to 
mark down dates of assignments, quiz-
zes and exams, ensuring that you al-
locate set portions of your day to get 
through some lecture and tutorial work .

Study Groups

“The best way to learn something is 
to teach” - Frank Oppenheimer. Small 
study groups are one of the best ways 
to reinforce lecture and tutorial content, 
get new perspectives from your peers 
and to fill in learning gaps. Be sure to 
add in a few fun study methods like 
flash cards and quizzes to maximise 
learning and avoid procrastination. 

Take Breaks

At the end of the day, we are only human 
and do not have the capacity to study 
like a robot. Make sure to take an ad-
equate break after every hour of study, 
eat and drink well, go out with friends 
and spend time enjoying your hobbies.  
Your physical and mental wellbeing are 
the most important aspects in uni so 
make sure you take care of yourself!
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Tips Spots

Science and Engineering Building 
 
Located at lower campus, SEB is a new 
learning environment packed with over 
250 study spaces in its underground 
floors. Whether you are looking for a quiet 
study session alone, or to last-minute grind 
out a group assignment, SEB has it all.

Red Centre Gallery

More of a low-key and unheard-of spot in 
middle campus, RCG provides shared and 
open-plan study places with views overlook-
ing main walkway. Its close proximity to Quad 
food court makes it the perfect place to grab  
a bite to eat and have a chill study session.



 Yallah Eat ($$)
 Location: The Village Area  

Food Spots
 Mamak Village ($$)
 Location: The Village Area 

 Pho House ($)
 Location: Matthews Pavillion 

Craving some Malaysian delicacies? This 
place does the lot, with a delicious Curry 
Laksa and Mee Goreng both at $11. However, 
surprisingly our top steal here would be 
awarded to their $3 fresh hot chips, offering 
the perfect quick snack!

Add some middle eastern flair to your lunch 
selection. Yallah Eats offers well-balanced 
vegetable and protein meal for all you health 
enthusiast out there. For just $11 for their 
traditional Protein Salad/Rice Bowl, it is a 
hearty feed and well worth the occasional 
wait

Our go to Pho and Banh Mi spot to sort all 
Vietnamese food cravings. The Raw Beef Pho 
can be found at just $10 while a Shredded 
Chicken Banh Mi is also available at just 
$5.50. Get in quick as Banh Mi’s usually run 
out during the later lunch hours.

 Stock Market ($$)
 Location: Matthews Food Court 

Are you a bit of a picky healthy eater? Stock 
Market lets you create your own salad bowl 
at just over $10 with an additional protein. 
Choose your salad type with 7 additional 
toppings and dressing to tweak it to your 
taste buds.

Useful Apps
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 Lost On Campus

UNSW is a huge 38-hectare campus home to many buildings and 
rooms to provide for more than 65,000 students and staff, so it is 
only natural to get lost in your first week and arrive late to a lecture 
or tutorial. Make sure to download Lost on Campus - an extremely 
detailed and interactive map which has the locations, directions 
and even photographs of every single building on campus.

 UNSW Uni-Verse

If you ever need to find out any information about UNSW such 
as faculty details,  jobs, news and events, Uni-Verse is your best 
friend. It saves you the hassle of exploring the confusing UNSW 
website as all related information is at your fingertips. Pro-tip: you 
can view your provisional exam time-table on Uni-Verse one week 
before it gets released on myUNSW!

  Timeweave

UNSW is a huge 38-hectare campus home to many buildings and 
rooms to provide for more than 65,000 students and staff, so it is 
only natural to get lost in your first week and arrive late to a lecture 
or tutorial. Make sure to download Lost on Campus - an extremely 
detailed and interactive map which has the locations, directions 
and even photographs of every single building on campus.
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  Trello

Trello helps you keep track of all upcoming tasks and reminders 
by pinning them to a Trello board. It is a webapp which is used 
even in professional industries as it helps team account for what 
actionables and deliverables they have to do. At university, 
you can use Trello to manage upcoming personal deadlines 
and assignments as well as in a group assingment for project 
management.



Our Team
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Name: David Hwang
Role: President
Favourite Hobby: Going to the 
beach
BITSA in One Word: Zeal
Bubble Tea Order: Unpopular 
opinion: I hate bubble tea

Name: Jiahao Yu
Role: Vice-President (External)
Favourite Hobby: Procrastinating
BITSA in One Word: Lit
Bubble Tea Order: Uji matcha w/ 
cheese foam and pearls

Name: Jared Pierre
Role: Vice-President (Digital)
Favourite Hobby: Soccer
BITSA in One Word: Bliss
Bubble Tea Order: Taro milk tea 
w/ pearls

Name: Rachel Jiang
Role: Vice-President (Internal)
Favourite Hobby: Trying not to 
airball in basketball
BITSA in One Word: Mem(e)s
Bubble Tea Order: Jasmine green 
tea w/ pearls

Name: Tina Cao
Role: Vice-President (Operations)
Favourite Hobby: Eating  
malatang
BITSA in One Word: Fam
Bubble Tea Order: Oolong milk 
tea w/ pearls

Name: Jonson Yuan
Role: Treasurer
Favourite Hobby: Treating Rachel 
like the queen she is
BITSA in One Word: Competitive
Bubble Tea Order: Oolong milk 
tea
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Name: Holly Lin
Role: Social Director
Favourite Hobby: Eating raw red 
capsicums 
BITSA in One Word: Inspire
Bubble Tea Order: Almond 
piccolo

Name: Yirong Shen
Role: Social Director
Favourite Hobby: Eating dry hot 
pot at Master Bowl
BITSA in One Word: Empower
Bubble Tea Order: Classic yogurt 
w/ purple rice

Name: Tiffany Vo
Role: Education Director 
Favourite Hobby: Eating
BITSA in One Word: Family
Bubble Tea Order: Peach green 
tea w/ coconut jelly

Name: Sherry Zhang
Role: Social Director
Favourite Hobby: Training  
Rattatas and Raticates
BITSA in One Word: Engage
Bubble Tea Order: No thanks

Name: Nathaniel Tran
Role: Education Director
Favourite Hobby: Defqon on  
Saturday, church on Sunday
BITSA in One Word: Self  
development
Bubble Tea Order: Large earl grey 
milk tea w/ 3 jellys

Name: Mikael Park
Role: Mentoring Coordinator
Favourite Hobby: Chilling at 
Strathfield
BITSA in One Word: Revolutionary
Bubble Tea Order: Mango ice 
green tea w/ lychee jelly



Name: Leonardo Fan
Role: Careers Director
Favourite Hobby: Spending time 
with family and friends
BITSA in One Word: Motivating
Bubble Tea Order: Brown sugar 
pearl milk tea

Name: Katrina Wu
Role: Sponsorships Director
Favourite Hobby: Creating my 
one second a day
BITSA in One Word: Exceptional
Bubble Tea Order: Matcha milk 
tea w/ lychee jelly

Name: Stephanie Cheung
Role: Human Resources Director
Favourite Hobby: Long drives
BITSA in One Word: SLAPPIN’
Bubble Tea Order: Assam milk 
tea w/ pearls

Name: Cathy Xu
Role: Careers Director
Favourite Hobby: Going to music 
concerts at Olympic Park
BITSA in One Word: Life-hanging
Bubble Tea Order: Bubble tea is 
overrated

Name: Andrew Wong
Role: Human Resources Director
Favourite Hobby: Movies
BITSA in One Word: Cute
Bubble Tea Order: Bubble tea is 
overrated

Name: Jennifer Ruan
Role: Creative Director
Favourite Hobby: Listening to 
podcasts
BITSA in One Word: Friendly
Bubble Tea Order: Oolong milk 
tea w/ pearls
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Name: Jayden So
Role: Creative Director
Favourite Hobby: Photography 
BITSA in One Word: Insightful
Bubble Tea Order: Pearl milk tea

Name: Jeffrey Yan
Role: Publications Director
Favourite Hobby: Walking
BITSA in One Word: Savoir-fare
Bubble Tea Order: Earl grey milk 
tea w/ pearls

Name: Alexander Lam
Role: IT Director
Favourite Hobby: Aviation
BITSA in One Word: Community
Bubble Tea Order: Milk tea w/ 
regular pearls

Name: Anuraag Dasari
Role: Publications Director
Favourite Hobby: Ranking INFS 
courses
BITSA in One Word: Challenging
Bubble Tea Order: Bubble tea is 
a scam

Name: Rachel Pahlman
Role: IT Director
Favourite Hobby: Platter creation
BITSA in One Word: ‘Multicultural’
Bubble Tea Order: Iced long 
black

Name: Nicholas Liang
Role: Digital Coordinator
Favourite Hobby: Eating KFC
BITSA in One Word: Itspregreat-
notgonnalie
Bubble Tea Order: Pearl milk tea
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